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Home / Catalog / Luigi Capuana - A vampire Showing 1-30 Start your review of A Vampire Dec 29, 2017 Ryan Farrow rated that it was ok Known to me as A Case of Alleged Vampirism, this tale presents some interesting circumstances but not much else. A married couple is haunted by the dead ex-husband of the wife
he visits in the night, sometimes visible only to the widow, sometimes as a confused apparition. This vampire shakes the bed, quarrels with the widow, and perhaps more disturbingly locks his lips with the couple's newborn and drinks his blood. The story is told from her husband's distraught point of view to a scie A me
known as A Case of Alleged Vampirism, this tale presents some interesting circumstances but not much else. A married couple is haunted by the dead ex-husband of the wife he visits in the night, sometimes visible only to the widow, sometimes as a confused apparition. This vampire shakes the bed, quarrels with the
widow, and perhaps more disturbingly locks his lips with the couple's newborn and drinks his blood. The story is told from her husband's upset point of view to a scientist friend who at first is very skeptical and presents numerous logical and psychological explanations for what the couple is experiencing, recommending
various activities that the protagonist claims that the couple has already tried, but gradually this friend comes to accept that this phenomenon cannot be rejected. Recognizing the usefulness of what he considers popular belief (more correctly, superstition) he recommends cremating the body of the dead husband,



however not before spending the night alone and seeing the effects of the vampire playing before his eyes, even exchanging words with this supernatural force as the widow possesses. Everything in everything there are some interesting themes here and I don't like the story, but there's not just much substance and very
little to get excited about. The end lines are pretty cool though, because they indicate that the scientist was actually the author of this same story, injecting some meta reality into the story. So I'd say it's worth reading and it's quite short, but not one of the best vampire stories I've read. ... more Set 21, 2020 Liz rated was
ok Also known as a case of alleged vampirism. First published in 1907 in Rome, this story involves science against superstition. There are incidents that could involve a dead husband, but there's not much to pay for this. August 13, 2013 Latasha assessed that it was ok the story was ok. my notes for this story are: stop
talking scientist and get to the story a lot of scientific talk, not enough storyspiritualism has not changed!a couple are obsessed with something that seems to drain life from their child and what do they do? call the priest to bless the house! lol, 100 years later and we're still doing the What! The story was ok. my notes for
this story are: stop talking scientist and get to the story a lot of scientific talk, not storyspiritualism has not changed!a couple is haunted by something that seems to drain life from their child and what do they do? call the priest to bless the house! lol, 100 years later and we're still doing the same thing! ... more Jun 15, 2020
Ro rated that liked review of another edition When I found out that one of the most famous authors Verismo wrote two tales about supernatural creatures I was quite puzzled, and now that I have read them I can definitely say that they left me even more puzzled. In the first story, A Vampire, you can definitely tell the clash
between scientific investigation and superstitious beliefs, and I was very surprised to see how close this story was to the typical Gothic stories written at the same time by foreign authors and I never imag When I found out that one of the most famous authors Verismo wrote two short stories about supernatural creatures I
was quite puzzled, and now that I have read them I can definitely say that they left me even more perplexed. In the first story, A Vampire, one can certainly tell the clash between scientific investigation and superstitious beliefs, and I was very surprised to see how close this story was to the typical Gothic stories written at
the same time by foreign authors and I never imagined that Italian authors could do it. The second, A Fatal Influence (I can't find english translation), was more confusing than the first, and I still have no idea what and why exactly it happened. Overall this wasn't the biggest Gothic bed ever, but it was really nice to find
that some Italian authors actually knew and created something like that. ... I didn't know that Capuana wrote these because of the tales A Vampire and A Fatal Influence. In both the pressing and sometimes ironic dialogues that this author knows how to denocilate with masterful and the rhythm makes the scene seem
alive with actors facing each other. A happy discovery, a small book but a lot of fun. On November 16, 2011, Mcke assessed that it was ok as a cross-breed between H.P. Lovecraft and Bram Stoker, but with far less to history. It's typical and nothing worth reading. It would probably be very good if rewritten in more depth
and size to the story. Florence Viau rated it was amazing October 22, 2020 Tammy rated that she didn't like Jul 20, 2012 Bethany_1 rated that I loved October 25, 2020 John rated that it was ok September 25, 2017 Lali rated that he liked Jul 31, 2017 chelsey rated didn't like February 02, 2015 Chiara assessed that he
liked December 06, 2012 From Wikisource. Jump to navigation Skip to Search Luigi Capuana 1906 novels literature A vampire Header June 18, 2009 75% novels &lt;dc:title&gt;A vampire&lt;/dc:title&gt; &lt;dc:creator opt:role=aut&gt;Luigi Capuana&lt;/dc:creator&gt; &lt;dc:date&gt;1906&lt;/dc:date&gt; CC
&lt;dc:rights&gt;BY-SA 3.0&lt;/dc:rights&gt; &lt;dc:rights&gt;GFDL&lt;/dc:rights&gt; &lt;dc:relation&gt;&lt;/dc:relation&gt; &lt;dc:relation&gt;&lt;/dc:relation&gt; &lt;dc:revisiondatestamp&gt;20200402163649&lt;/dc:revisiondatestamp&gt; //it.wikisource.org/w/index.php?title=Un_vampiro&amp;oldid- 20200402163649 A
vampire Luigi Capuana1906 EPUB MOBI PDF RTF TXT Gaia the bookseller Do you want an email about your favorite products? Ask Gaia, your personal assistant Note A vampiro (The Vampire) is a short story by vampire, writer of the Italian writer Luigi Capuana. He appeared on July 1, 1904 in Corriere della Sera.
History shows the clash between superstition and science that occurs around a case of vampirism. Sinopsis Lelio Giorgi desperately turns to a friend of his, the scientist Mongeri, in the face of the harassment suffered by his wife and son by an evil spirit. Lelio Giorgi tells his friend that in his youth he fell in love with Luisa,
but when he returned from a trip to America he discovered that he had married another man, under pressure from his family. Despite her sadness, she ended up accepting the situation and went to Paris, where a few months later she received a letter from Louise in which she told her that she had just been widowed.
Lelio and Luisa married shortly afterwards. When Louise became pregnant, strange events began to occur in the wedding house: beatings, sounds of footsteps and the feeling of the presence of an invisible being. When their son was born, the situation worsened further and the baby's cradle began to be shaken, at the
same time that Louise began to be accused by the spirit of poisoning her. An exorcism was not of any choice, but aggravated the attacks of the spirit, which began to absorb the essence of the child in his cradle without the parents being able to do anything. With his dying son and desperate wife, Lelio turns to his friend
without knowing what to do. Mongeri is skeptical of his friend's account, considering it the result of hallucination, or disturbance of his mind, but believes that superstition often carries the key to care and advises his friend that if they believe they are being molested by a vampire, the best thing he can do is incinerate the
corpse of Luisa's first husband. The next day Lelio returns with Mongeri, frightened, claiming that the vampire knows his intentions and threatens them. Mongeri, who remains skeptical, agrees to accompany him to his home that night, where nothing happens in principle. Suddenly, the baby's cradle begins to move, and
Luisa shows that she is possessed by another being, speaking in a serious and threatening voice. Gathering all his courage, Mongeri confronts the vampire, ordering him to leave. After the body has been cremated, the vampire's attacks are stopped. Shortly thereafter Mongeri, with his convictions touched, publishes an
essay entitled An Alleged Case of Vampirism. Bibliography Ibarlucia Ricardo (ed.) Vampiria: from Polidori to Lovecraft, 2003, 987-9396-79-0 External connections Un vampiro (in Italian) Q6155720 Obtained from
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